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Vaccine hoarding and wasting
COVID vaccines have been hoarded by high-income countries only to be 
thrown away while other countries suffer due to low vaccination rates. 
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“You have an entire 
team behind and 

beside you”
-Andre Jimenez, ASUWT President

“You have the power to 
make a difference”
-Victoria Woodards, Tacoma Mayor

“This is the first time that we 
have been able to gather 

together as a community since 
March of 2020. Think about 

that, 18 long and emotion-filled 
months. We’re gathered here 

together to celebrate 
convocation, it’s the start of a 

new academic year.”

-Dr. Sheila Edwards Lange,
UWT Chancellor
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The place to be is the UWT 
Handshake website at 

https://uw.joinhandshake.
com/

It’s never easy to juggle work and 
school, especially here in higher edu-
cation where the curriculum is more 
intense and more demanding of your 
attention, time, and mental power. 
Not everyone is fortunate enough to 
be able to choose between having a 
job or attending school, and that can 
lead to a plethora of struggles, unfor-
tunate decisions, and potential risks 
to the body and mind. 

Luckily, there are options that 
exist that can make things a bit eas-
ier, even if they are not perfect. One 
such option, and one that many stu-
dents undertake, is the option to find 
employment on campus. Even luck-
ier, UW Tacoma has many options 
available for students of all sorts, and 
there are plenty of benefits to gain 
from campus employment.

Even outside of the main benefit, 
being able to work and earn money 
without having to travel long distanc-
es before and after classes makes the 
option even more appealing.  Students 
can find a job that correlates with 
their field of study, being able to not 
only grow skills in that area but meet 
and connect with fellow students or 
potential mentors in that same area.  
Students could also try a job in a field 
that they hadn’t planned on explor-
ing, and learn more about the options 
available to them after graduation.

 Students could also find a job 
outside of their expected field to 
grow a wider net of skills and con-
nections, learning more about their 
abilities, and developing a more di-
verse portfolio of talents along the 
way. This can help grow not only 
educational skills but general work-

force skills like time management or 
organizational skills.

Even outside of skill-related ben-
efits, campus employment can sim-
ply provide a less stressful work envi-
ronment, with a more fluid schedule 
for class accommodation. It can give 
a sense of success and achievement 
where other work environments, 
especially of the entry-level variant, 
can be rather intense and brutal to 
juggle with school.

All of these benefits aren’t just a 
hypothetical idea either. This very 
newspaper is an option for student 
employment, and my own experi-
ences with the job have not only been 
positive and mentally enriching but 
it’s also introduced me to the skills 
necessary to be a proper news writer 
in the professional industry, a job I 
would’ve considered myself entirely 
unfit for two years ago when I first 
joined The Ledger. All the while I’ve 
met and spoken with various talent-
ed writers and editors, gotten to in-
crease my talents with photography, 
visited many interesting venues in 
the process of taking those photos, 
all the while being able to properly 
focus on my school work and staying 
involved with campus life. 

This is a real option with real 
benefits, and there are plenty of op-
tions available to new and return-
ing students after the online period, 
making this the best time to take ad-
vantage of them. 

Students can find all types of de-
partments looking to hire at the link 
above, including our team at The 
Ledger! Our doors are open to any 
students who desire to nurture their 
talents in writing, news formatting, 
editing, management, illustration, 
or photography, all while earning a 
proper wage from it.

Working on campus: A beneficial option
Money is a universal issue for students, but UWT has several options for enriching on-campus employment.

By Nickolus Patraszewski
PhotograPher

        

•Your first and last name
•"Dear Editor," as the opening of your piece
•Respond to one of our articles or happenings on campus 

SEND YOUR LETTERS TO: LEDGER@UW.EDU

THE LEDGER IS NOW ACCEPTING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR!THE LEDGER IS NOW ACCEPTING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR!
Do you want to voice your issues of concern related to news, politics, campus issues 
and more? Then we invite you to write a Letter to the Editor. 
Letters submitted to the Ledger may be published through 
both TheTacomaLedger.com and our print edition.

ILLUSTRATION BY JAIDA NOBLE
Workday and UWT come together to ensure student employees are well taken care of.
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Vaccine hoarding and wasting
COVID vaccines have been hoarded by high-income countries only to be thrown away while other countries suffer due to low 

vaccination rates.

The United States, among other 
high-income countries, is being both 
greedy and wasteful with COVID-19 
vaccines and because of this, it will 
be much harder to fight against the 
pandemic on a worldwide scale.

According to the Duke Institute 
of Global Health, higher-income 
countries, such as the US, held more 
than 4.2 billion doses of the vaccine 
whereas upper middle-income coun-
tries held only 1.1 billion doses, as of 
Jan. 2021. That is unacceptable espe-
cially considering that the higher in-
come countries have less population 
than middle-income countries. 

High-income countries, while 
only having 16% of the world’s 
population, hold over 60% of the 
COVID-19 vaccines that have been 

purchased according to the Duke In-
stitute of Global Health. 

The US population is around 
332.7 million people according to 
the Census Bureau. You may be sur-
prised to learn that Indonesia has a 
population of 273.5 million people. 
This is fairly close to the US popula-
tion, even though Indonesia is con-
sidered a middle-income country. 

As of Sept. 23, the CDC has re-
ported that 469.5 million doses of 
the vaccine have been delivered to 
the US to administer to those will-
ing. Of those delivered doses, only 
387.8 million have been actually ad-

ministered. That is over 100 million 
doses that were delivered but have 
not been given to people. 

In Indonesia, only 130.2 million 
doses of the vaccine have been ad-
ministered to its population accord-
ing to the New York Times COVID 
world vaccination tracker. That is 48 
doses per 100 people, compared to 
the US rate of 117 per 100 people.

Why is there such a disparity in 
the vaccination rates of two coun-
tries with such similar populations? 
Why is it that 35% of those who have 
gotten one dose of the vaccine are 
from higher-income countries, ac-
cording to Reuters? 

Higher-income countries cer-
tainly have better infrastructure to 
get the vaccines delivered and they 
have better health care systems to 
manufacture and dispense them. 

But then why do they insist on 
buying more vaccines than they 

need if they can distribute them eas-
ier and faster? For example, Canada 
“purchased enough vaccines to cov-
er more than five times their pop-
ulation” said the Duke Institute of  
Global Health. 

One reason is that the vaccines 
have a limited shelf-life and therefore 
have to be thrown away even if they 
are unopened. Other reasons for vac-
cine wastage include breakage, storage 
and transportation issues, or having to 
throw away ready-to-inject vaccines 
after people miss appointments.

The Pfizer vaccine can last for 
five days before mixing at regular 
fridge temperatures, between 36 and 
46 degrees Fahrenheit, and only for 
six hours at room temperature. The 
Moderna vaccine can last up to thir-
ty days at regular fridge tempera-
tures and only 12 hours after being 
opened. The Johnson and Johnson 
vaccine can last for three months at 

regular refrigerated temperatures, all 
according to ABC. 

These short shelf lives mean that 
vaccines have to be thrown away 
rather regularly. The New York 
Times estimates that between Dec. 
2020, which is when the US started 
administering the vaccines, and Aug. 
2021, around one million doses have 
been thrown away; that data is com-
ing from only 10 states. 

These wasted vaccines could have 
been going to other countries that 
simply may not be able to afford 
them. If instead of hoarding our 
vaccines we donated more to other 
countries, we may be able to fight 
the pandemic with more effective-
ness. The fight against COVID won’t 
get any better until everyone around 
the world has gotten the vaccine be-
cause, as the pandemic has taught us, 
we are all interconnected. 

By remi Frederick
oPiNioN editor

 “Why is there such a 
disparity in the vacci-

nation rates?”

ILLUSTRATION BY JAIDA NOBLE
The US is much like the dragon shown in the image as it seems to be keeping many of the vaccines for itself.
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Many people know about the case 
of Gabby Petito but if you don’t, she 
is a 23 year old who was on a cross 
country trip with her fiance . Gabby 
ended up going missing and her fian-
ce returned without her and now no 
one knows where he is as of Sept. 20.

What happened to Gabby was ter-
rible and should not have happened 
at all. But there were signs that some-
thing was going on between the two 
based off of the bodycam footage 
when police were called on Aug. 12 
due to a physical incident seen by 
a bystander. Yet nothing was really 
done to help, except that they were 
separated for a night. As of Aug. 25, 
Petito was last known to be in Grand 
Teton, WY. On Sept. 19 Petitio’s body 
was found in Teton Park, two days 

later it was reported that the cause of 
death was ruled a homicide. 

The real question is how to stop 
cases like this from happening in the 
first place, because they are happening 
everywhere. Yet we are only hearing 
about the select few who are missing 
every couple of months, while other 
cases are never seen in the media. 

One possible solution is having 
law enforcement take classes about 
domestic violence and intimate part-
ner violence. They need to under-
stand what it is and the many ways 
that it can be portrayed. They need 
to understand how to recognize a 
victim and how they act because 
they are going to act differently if 
their abuser is only a couple feet 
from them. Having law enforcement 
understand domestic violence and 
intimate partner violence on a deep-
er level can save lives.

Another way is by having some 

form of education on domestic vio-
lence and intimate partner violence 
available to the public because nor-
mal everyday people don’t under-
stand what it is or see the signs until 
it’s too late to interfere. Schools could 
have a section about relationship vi-
olence within the health programs. If 
students are developmentally ready to 
learn about sexual themes, they are 
also ready to understand what do-
mestic violence and intimate partner 
violence is, the differences between 
the two, and what it can look like.

There are differences between do-
mestic violence and intimate partner 
violence. They  may seem to be the 
same thing but in reality, they are 
very different. From the YWCA it 
states “Domestic Violence is violence 
that takes place within a household 
and can be between any two people 
within that household. Domestic Vi-
olence can occur between a parent 

and child, siblings, or even room-
mates.” As for intimate partner vio-
lence, it “can only occur between ro-
mantic partners who may or may not 
be living together in the same house-
hold.” Both happen everyday and if 
society knew what the signs look like 
then so many people would get help 
and out of the situation. 

The National Organization for 
Women reports that out of all the 
women who are murdered in the US, 
1/3 were killed by their partner. The 
National Coalition Against Domestic 
Violence reported that 1 in 4 women 
experience a form of intimate part-
ner violence. This is why education 
on this is important. Knowing  the 
signs just might save a woman’s life.

The more that people know about 
what domestic violence is and what 
the abuser and victim looks like, 
there could be more women who are 
saved and aren’t the next Susan Pow-
ell, Shannan Watts, Laci Peterson, 
and Gabby Petito.

What we can learn from the Gabby Petito case
There were signs that things were wrong within Petito’s relationship. It is time that things change when it comes to domestic 

violence and intimate partner violence.
By madi williams
maNagiNg editor

“... understand how 
to recognize a victim 
and how they act be-
cause they are going 
to act differently if 
their abuser is only 

a couple of feet from 
them.”

ILLUSTRATION BY JAIDA NOBLE
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Tacoma’s museum district has re-
opened following the initial outbreak of 
COVID-19 last year. The district con-
sists of six museums: Washington State 
History Museum, Tacoma Art Muse-
um, LeMay – America’s Car Museum, 
Museum of Glass, Foss Waterway Sea-
port Maritime Museum, and Children’s 
Museum of Tacoma.

The Washington State History Mu-
seum is located on Pacific Ave. and 
is next to Union Station. Some of the 
current temporary exhibitions include 
“Crossing Boundaries: Portraits of a 
Transgender West”, which “highlights 
historical narratives of transgender 
people in the West and considers how 
westward migration provided oppor-
tunities for self-expression and ful-
fillment.” Another such exhibit is “As 
Grandmother Taught: Women, Tradi-
tion, and Plateau Art,” which features 
the work of three indigenous artists and 
“celebrates the work of three contempo-
rary Plateau women alongside historic 
objects and images from the collections 

of the NWMAC.”
Located at 1801 Dock St. Tacoma, 

and within walking distance from UW 
Tacoma, The Museum of Glass is “ded-
icated to glass and glassmaking.” The 
temporary exhibits at the Museum of 
Glass include “What Are You Looking 
At?”, “Counterparts: Glass + Art Ele-
ments,”  and “Rene Lalique: Art deco 
gems from the Steven and Roslyn Shul-
man collection.” The Museum of Glass 
also features the “Hot Shop,” where 
museum patrons can watch artists work 
with glass in person and see how the 
artwork is created. 

The Tacoma Art Museum features 
art exhibitions, such as “Native Por-
traiture: Power and Perception.” This 
exhibition attempts to break down the 
romanticization of natives in non-na-
tive art, by showing depictions made 
by native artists, aiming “to give voice 
to native people and communities” and 
“to show their resiliency and power 
over the ways in which they are por-
trayed and perceived.” The museum 
also features temporary exhibitions, 
such as “Immigrant Artists and the 
American West,” which draws atten-

tion to how art related to and responds 
to personal and political issues around 
immigration”., and the Kinsey African 
American Art and History Collection, 
which “celebrates the achievements and 
contribution of Black Americans from 
1595 to present times.”

The Foss Waterway Seaport Mari-
time Museum celebrates “the rich mari-
time history of the Tacoma community 
and the region through interpretation, 
education, and events that tell the sto-
ries of our collective past, present and 
future.” Some of their permanent exhib-
its include: “Puyallup People: First on 
the Waterways” which shows the “many 
changes” that the Puyallup people “have 
experienced in the past two centuries.” 
Another exhibit called “Where Rails 
Met Sails” shows how the introduction 
of steam locomotives and a rail system 
changed Tacoma, and “celebrates the 
Northern Pacific Railroad and its im-
pact on not only Tacoma, but also the 
entire Puget Sound region.”

All of these museums are near 
UWT, or a short ride on the Link away.

Tacoma museum 
district open

The museum district has reopened after 
closures caused by COVID-19, allowing guests 

to visit once again.

PHOTO BY  NICKOLUS PATRASZEWSKI
The Museum of Glass is one of the reopened museums in the district..

By NathaNiel withers
a&e rePorter

PHOTO BY NICKOLUS PATRASZEWSKI

PHOTO BY NICKOLUS PATRASZEWSKI
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Which Best International Feature nominees are worth watching
Are you not sure which nominees are worth watching? This article has you covered.

The lineup for the Best Internation-
al category at the Oscars may not have 
been quite as strong as the year prior, 
but included among them are some 
magnificent gems. Here are the nom-
inees for Best International Feature… 

#5 
TITLE: “THE MAN WHO SOLD HIS 

SKIN” 
STAR RATING: 2.5/5

“The Man Who Sold His Skin” is 
a film that tried to do and say a lot, 
but did and said almost nothing. 
The concept was to ask, “What if 
you could turn a person into an art 
piece?” In the film, this is accom-
plished by tattooing a ‘passport’ onto 
a refugee’s back. It’s unfortunately 
clear that “The Man Who Sold His 
Skin” was based on a single interest-
ing idea with no regard for how to 
turn it into a compelling film.

 The writing is awful, with incon-
sistent characters, confused politics, 
and a strange and (more important-
ly) failed attempt at critiquing the 
art world. There are a couple of nice 
shots, and the tattoo itself is cool, but 
its production is pretty unremarkable.

 Plus, the ending is absolutely ter-
rible. Any thin semblance of quality 
that might have existed prior was 
wiped away with a conclusion that 
proves the filmmakers had no idea 
what they wanted to say, or where 
they wanted the story to go. It is so 
contrived and incongruent with the 

rest of the film and its (already flim-
sy) characters that it almost feels like 
it’s own separate monster. 

[Available at time of writing to 
stream on: Kanopy (FREE), Hoopla 
(FREE), Hulu]

#4 
TITLE: “BETTER DAYS” 

STAR RATING: 3/5
“Better Days” (much like the or-

der in which I watched the Interna-
tional nominees) started off quite 
strong, yet couldn’t keep up. 

 After a peer is bullied to death, a 
high school student befriends a social 
outcast who protects her from the 
same tormentors. From the get go, I 
was intrigued, with a directorial and 
visual style that managed to be quiet 
and piercing, even in the shadow of a 
big-studio presence. I was prepared to 
love it, and instead it fell through.

 Specifically, it was the plot that 
collapsed, with propaganda-esque 
messages taking a bigger presence, 
and a lack of character arc to keep 
things compelling. In fact, despite 
the strong performances of the film 
(of which there are several), all the 
crying scenes in the world cannot 
make a film that opts for direction-
less sappiness the great film it wants 
to be.

 At several points I found myself 
wondering how long was left, with 
no ending in sight. The longer it 
went on, the longer each span of time 
was un-artistically drawn out. By the 
time the ‘How did we get here?’ ex-
position is used to conclude, all emo-

tional value had already evaporated, 
replaced by the type of saccharin 
filmmaking that feels as though it 
were made for governmental pow-
ers to pat themselves on the back for 
their handling of epistemic bullying.

 In general, I would describe “Bet-
ter Days” as an okay film that fell way 
short of its potential. It is not worth 
the slog of the run-time.

 [Available at time of writing to 
stream on: Hulu]

#3 
TITLE: “ANOTHER ROUND” 

STAR RATING: 4.5/5
The first of the ‘greats’ of the past 

year’s International category, “An-
other Round” is a buzzing film with 
the streamlined feel of Vinterberg’s 
Dogme 95 roots.

 About a group of teacher friends 
who experiment with alcohol in-class 
to reinvigorate their lives, the film is 
a tribute to youth and youthfulness, 
but more than that questions of life 
and how to live it meaningfully.

 Mads Mikkelsen gives a standout 
performance, as does the entire cast 
to be fair (one that is composed of 
great Vinterberg veterans), in a film 
that can best be described as solid. 
It’s clean, it has a good arc, it feels 
fresh (inoffensively), and the script 
is very well written.

 Was it truly the best film up for 
the Best International nomination? 
I would argue not, but that should 
not take away from what is both a 
masterwork, and a very easy watch 
for dealing with heavy and complex 

topics of alcoholism and (at its core) 
existentialism.

 [Available at time of writing to 
stream on: Kanopy (FREE), Hoopla 
(FREE), Hulu]

#2 
TITLE: “QUO VADIS, AIDA?” 

STAR RATING: 4.5/5
While “Another Round” drew all 

of the (albeit rare) coverage to the 
International category, I would argue 
that awards dark horse “Quo Vadis, 
Aida?” contends to outdo the even-
tual victor.

 An extremely potent thriller, 
“QVA?” perfectly captures the un-
easy, tensile energy of the humani-
tarian crisis of the Yugoslavian im-
plosion. The lead (Jasna Djuricic) is 
fantastic in her role as a UN transla-
tor scrambling to use what little in-
fluence she has to protect her family 
and the displaced population fleeing 
an imminent military assault. From 
dysfunctional politics to crowd un-
predictability, the bureaucratic chaos 
will keep you captivated the entire 
time.

 Probably the main factor in the 
success of the film, though, is the 
cinematography. It is simultaneously 
artful and documentarian, with the 
ability to make you feel as though 
you are trapped alongside the char-
acters, and that says something for a 
period piece. This is one I definitely 
recommend.

 [Available at time of writing to 
stream on: Kanopy (FREE), Hulu]

#1 
TITLE: “COLECTIV” 
STAR RATING: 5/5

“Colectiv” is one of the best films of 
2020, and easily the best documentary. 

 In October 2015, a fire broke out 
at Colectiv nightclub in Bucharest, 
Romania. 146 were injured, and 64 
died. Many did not have to. 

 What begins as a journalistic 
investigation into the hospital unit 
where many burn victims became 
infected and died, quickly devolves 
into a terrifying conspiracy spanning 
the entire country, and even Europe.

 The documentary is a somber 
testament to the importance of jour-
nalism in the democratic process, 
and the crucial role activists play in 
defending the world from authori-
tarian collapse. Sound brutal? Well 
it is. 

 The documentary is frustrating, 
devastating, and depressingly hon-
est, but it’s also beautifully made. 
Most of all it is important, captivat-
ing, a force of good against the very 
real evils of right-wing populism and  
the things that we force ourselves to 
ignore, a scrutiny of the institutional 
powers upon which we all depend on 
ceding our trust, lest we never sleep. 
There is nothing more you could 
want in a documentary, nothing 
more in a thriller. 

 [Available at time of writing to 
stream on: Hulu]

By ell hoBBs
Film critic

PHOTO COURTESY OF CINÉTÉLÉFILMS
Yahya Mahayni stars in Tunisian nominee for Best International Feature Film, “The Man Who Sold His Skin.”
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Fall Sports for Fall Quarter
Highlights from a few of the fall quarter sports teams and what to look forward to. 

By madeliNe hiller
editor-iN-chieF

The academic year has officially begun 
across all UW campuses and an array of emo-
tions has filled the air in regards to being phys-
ically on campus again. Classes are back in ses-
sion on campus this year and that means so are 
sports. Several of your favorite Husky sports 
teams have already begun and I am going to 
give you a recap of how our teams are doing 
so far. 

HUSKY FOOTBALL
Beginning their season on Sept. 4, the Hus-

kies struggled to find their way on the field. 
They lost their first game on Sept. 4 to Mon-
tana 13-7, and lost again the following week-
end to Michigan 10-31. When Sept. 18 rolled 
around, and the Huskies had both home field 
and weather advantage, they pulled out on top 
of Arkansas State with a whopping 52-3. The 
Huskies won again against California on Sept. 
25, 31-24 in overtime.

 I had the opportunity to go to the Sept. 18 
game in person and I can say for certain the 
Huskies definitely found their fire. 

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
The women’s Husky volleyball team started 

their season with large amounts of energy and 
came out for their first game on Aug. 27, doing 
exactly what they do best which resulted in a 
win over Ohio, 0-3. In the 2020 season, UW 
pulled out in first of the PAC-12 conference 
with an overall record of 20-4. With a good 
chunk of the season ahead, I’m excited to see 

where they go from here. 
WOMEN’S SOCCER

Women’s Soccer is starting out this season 
with a relatively new coach, Nicole Van Dyke. 
Van Dyke has coached as head coach at three 
different schools, most recently being Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. Van Dyke joined the 
University of Washington in 2020 and has been 
leading the ladies strong ever since. Currently, 
the Women’s Soccer team has a record of 2-4-2, 
with many games ahead. 

MEN’S SOCCER
At the time of writing this article, the UW 

Men’s soccer team has been undefeated in 
their 2021 season. Head coach, Jamie Clark, 
has coached the UW Men’s team for ten years 
and his work shows. According to his coaching 
biography, Clark has led the Huskies to over 
100 wins--posting a record of 128-50-20, two 
Pac-12 titles and eight trips to the NCAA Tour-
nament, including three trips to the NCAA 
Quarterfinals. The Huskies have made it to 
back-to-back NCAA Quarterfinals entering 
the 2021 season. 

The team seems very promising this year 
and I am excited to see them continue to push 
forward. 

While these are only four teams of the many 
sports offered at University of Washington, it is 
clear that there is a lot to look forward to in the 

coming weeks. If you want to go to any of the 
games to support any of these teams, stadiums 
will be operating at full capacity. While games 
are going on, there are a few mandates that will 
remain in place such as masking up and social 
distancing where you can. UW sports began 
requiring proof of vaccination if you plan to 
enter any of the stadiums or arenas so that is 
another thing to keep in mind.

“While games are going on, 
there are a few mandates 
that will remain in place”

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOHUSKIES.COM
As we begin a new year, sports arenas and fields will be operating at full capacity.

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOHUSKIES.COM


